360 Cloud Solutions – ICT: 360 Cloud Solutions focuses on improving businesses performance through the strategic integration of pure cloud-based business software. Since 2002, 360 Cloud Solutions has been helping fast growing companies successfully leverage NetSuite for Financials/Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), CRM, omnichannel commerce and more.

Be the Tea – Food Services: Be the Tea, LLC is a business laboratory specializing in advanced concepts in sustainability practice. The project is also a Tier 4 sustainability ambition to design and build a first-of-its-kind craft tea brewery on ASU’s Polytechnic campus.

Catalyst Sale – Consulting: Catalyst Sale helps founders go to market with best practices, tools and sales process methodology in addition to providing turnkey revenue generation services.

CFD Research – Technology Research: CFD Research Corporation (CFDRC) is specializes in engineering simulations and innovative designs for Aerospace, Cyber IA, Defense, Life Sciences, Materials, Energy, and other industries. The company develops hardware concepts, innovative designs, and prototypes.

Dash Foundation – Technology Development: Dash is an open-source project that delivers safe decentralized financial solutions. The Dash Project Team builds and maintains a decentralized payment network which acts as the core of an ecosystem of engaged consumers, merchants, and service providers.

Delta Environmental Sciences – Technology Research: Delta Environmental Sciences is a branch of Delta Technology. The company creates out-of-the-box solutions, and utilizes the latest and most optimum technologies to match clients’ needs and process.

Endovantage – Healthcare: Endovantage is building a virtual patient treatment planning center in which medical procedures are planned and medical devices are tested before patient exposure and treatment.

EpiFinder – Healthcare: EpiFinder provides software to doctors to help diagnose epilepsy syndromes. The software uses machine learning and artificial intelligence algorithms to help ensure more accurate diagnoses and treatments.

Global Chamber – Consulting: Global Chamber works to engage executives and regional leaders in more successful cross-border trade and investment to accelerate global business growth, increase community success, and change the world.

MagQu Co. – Healthcare: MagQu, founded in Taiwan, utilizes its core technology, ImmunoMagnetic Reduction (IMR), to develop dozens of products, such as in-vitro diagnostic assay kits and analyzers for colorectal cancer, Alzheimer’s disease, Down syndrome, and many others.
Massively Parallel Technologies – ICT: Massively Parallel Technologies delivers high-performance computing through Virtual Power Centers, Internet-based hubs designed for specific computationally intense applications that can outperform most mainframes and supercomputers for a fraction of the cost.

Neolight – Healthcare: Neolight develops phototherapy beds in an effort to reduce the number of global causalities that are tied to neonatal jaundice. Neolight’s phototherapy beds cure jaundice in both pre-term and full term babies.

Notebowl – Education: Notebowl is a next-generation social learning platform which lets students and professors interact, allowing for the creation of quizzes and grading assignments as well as broadcasting lectures and organizing groups. Notebowl has a modern and intuitive design which is intuitive for all users.

Partnership for Economic Innovation – Velocity – Economic Development: Velocity is a public private partnership formed to promote and implement the Metropolitan Business Plan developed by the Greater Phoenix region in collaboration with the Brookings Institution.

PayPal – Online Services: PayPal is the faster, safer, way to pay and get paid online via a mobile device and in store. The service provides simpler ways to send money without sharing financial information and with the flexibility to pay using their account balances, bank accounts, credit cards, or promotional financing.

Pierce Energy Planning – Engineering and Design: Pierce Energy Planning provides energy management and sustainability services to schools, governments, non-profits, and businesses. They teach and mentor organizations to increase energy- and resource-saving behaviors.

Revature – Business Services: Revature makes leading edge, next-generation and niche technologies work for businesses around the globe to put them out in front of their competition. Revature has a unique talent development and delivery platform, which drives success for their many Fortune 500 and technology industry clients.

RONN Motor Group – Automotive: RONN Motor Group is an automotive development company that specializes in automotive design, assembly, and leading edge technology integration. RMG’s mission is to design and build very high quality “Limited Edition” automobiles and to provide market exposure and a platform for emerging technologies in all facets of automobile development.

rSmart – Education: For more than 15 years, rSmart has been changing the way higher ed thinks about technology by delivering solutions that reduce costs, improve productivity, and simplify the user experience. The OneCampus product is a lightweight, mobile-friendly technology that makes finding campus services faster and easier than ever. rSmart is privately held and headquartered in Scottsdale, AZ.
StarShine Academy – Education: StarShine Academy creates transformational community schools by igniting and enabling the aspirations of children in at-risk communities. Honored by the United Nations and educational leaders, StarShine is a model for a new generation of small community schools.

Tactile – ICT: Tactile is on a mission to make enterprise software more human-friendly. Tact’s device-native, conversational platform is used by Fortune 500 companies to transform the daily sales experience in the field and maximize the value of their CRM investment. Tact’s AI capabilities turn devices into conversational assistants. With the ease of one scan, swipe, text or voice-command.

Valley of the Sun Clean Cities Coalition – Non-profit: The Coalition is dedicated to advancing the environmental, energy, and economic security of the Phoenix Metro area, Central, and Northern Arizona, by advocating and participating in practices that promote clean domestic energy and reduce dependence on conventional petroleum-based fuels.

VanDahl Engineering – Engineering and Design: VanDahl provides a full complement of construction services to meet clients’ needs in preconstruction, general contracting, self-performance of key trades, design-build, and turnkey capabilities.

ZCast – Online Services: ZCast is a new way to create, stream and share interactive podcasts. Easily record audio, chat with your live audience and tune in to what other users are streaming, all from your phone.